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1. Introduction

The need for organ donation is growing while the number of those dying in ways to be eligible to donate (i.e. head trauma and auto accidents) is decreasing (Punch et al., 2007). In the U.S. alone there are over 111,000 people waiting for an organ transplant, with that number continuing to grow on an almost daily basis (United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), 2011). Additionally, over 7,000 individuals in the U.S. have died each year for the past ten years while waiting for a transplant, and over 100,000 have died within the past 15 years (Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), 2011). While few countries have been able to consistently increase the number of donors from year-to-year (with Spain being a notable exception), there are still large numbers of individuals who are eligible to donate and do not. One key factor in that helps explain lack of consent by family members to donation in the U.S. has been lack of knowledge of a deceased’s wishes. When family members know of a desire to donate, rates of consent to donate are in the 85 – 95% range compared to 25 – 55% when they do not know the deceased’s wishes (e.g. Rodrigue et al., 2005; Siminoff & Lawrence, 2002). Additionally, some research has shown that knowing an individual’s wishes to donate made the family 6.9 times as likely to consent to donation (Siminoff & Lawrence, 2002). Thus, increasing declarations of intent or consent through registries is one way to insure family members know of a loved one’s wishes to donate.

In the U.S. there is a rapidly growing body of research focusing on campaign strategies to increase the number of individuals who have declared their intent to donate. While many of these campaigns are successful (e.g. Feeley et al., 2009; Morgan et al. 2002; Morgan, Harrison, et al., 2010), many also suffer from limited reach or impact (e.g. Quinn et al. 2006; Fahrenwald et al., 2010), and may thus be a questionable use of resources for non-profit organ procurement organizations. While new strategies such as social media (i.e. facebook) are being investigated for their ability to generate new potential donors, the results of those studies are not yet know. However, a series of recent studies (Harrison et al., 2008; Harrison et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2011; King et al., under review) have demonstrated the ability to overcome this limited reach and provide dramatic increases in the rates of joining organ donor registries (ranging from 200% to over 500% with net increases in the tens of
Utilizing estimates on family consent rates, this chapter explores differences in potential rates of donation to demonstrate how increasing the number of individuals who have declared their intent to become donors can significantly increase rates of organ donation. Additionally, this chapter explores the importance of registries and examines different approaches to increase the number of individuals who join organ donor registries at DMV branches. These strategies include: training clerks on how to ask individuals to join the registry and address myths the public may express; focused volunteer trainings of people touched by donation with an emphasis on persuading the public to become donors by communicating effectively their stories of donation, addressing myths and barriers to donation, and providing mechanisms for action; point-of-decision campaign materials to establish normative influence, address barriers, and prompt action; and mass media campaigns to prime individuals to take action to be a donor when they utilize DMVs. The relative effectiveness (both in terms of creating new registrations as well as cost per registration) of these strategies is explored in this chapter.

While these campaigns have largely been conducted in the U.S., a review of barriers to donation internationally reveals similar barriers, although with culturally specific differences to those found in the U.S. (e.g. Conesa et al., 2006; Molzahn et al., 2005; Topbas et al., 2005), especially among minority populations. Many of the campaign strategies discussed in this chapter are easily modified to address different cultural and national concerns, and this chapter presents suggestions for adapting campaign strategies and materials to address these differences. Ultimately, we argue for the importance of registries (in non-presumed consent countries) and focused point-of-decision and interpersonal campaigns for use internationally.

2. The law of large numbers: DMV-based registries and potential consent and recovery rates

In 2002 The Lewin Group concluded that the “effectiveness” of donor registries could not yet be established, largely as a function of the relatively short period of time that registries have been in existence. Since that time, almost every state in the U.S. has developed either a DMV, internet, or DMV/Internet based registry. While many states have created registries, the rate of individuals joining these registries varies dramatically. For example, at the start of a recent project to increase rates of joining the registry in Michigan, only about 11% of individuals had joined the Michigan Organ Donor Registry (Harrison et al. 2010). While this number has since increased dramatically, the percentage is still very low compared to the over 70% of the public who have joined the registry in Utah, Montana, Alaska, Oregon, and Washington. On average, 40% of Americans have joined an organ donor registry to date. (Donate Life America, 2011). However, some OPOs are reluctant to put resources towards public education campaigns to increase registries, perhaps because of a lack of full understanding of the report, and the belief that registries are not effective. For many, the current definition of a successful registry appears to necessitate yielding actual organ
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Donors; this is not appropriate given the current level of registry utilization and the number of years that registries have existed. If we accept the statistics that approximately 1% of the population will die in such a way that they could become a potential donor, states with only ten thousand registrants can be expected to yield a maximum of 100 potential donors over the registrants’ lifetime. Comparatively, states with 1,000,000 registrants can expect to have 10,000 potential donors over the course of a lifetime. Complaining that a registry has yielded only one or two donors since a registry was established a few years ago is tragically shortsighted given the long-term potential of registering large numbers of confirmed potential donors through DMVs.

Obviously, though, some individuals would become organ donors regardless of the presence of state registries. One indication that donor registries can be a highly efficacious way to increase the number of actual donors comes from HRSA/DoT funded project conducted with Intermountain Organ Recovery System in Utah. The project began in 2002 consisted of both media and grassroots activities. The results were dramatic. The percentage of Utahans between 16 and 74 registering to become donors rose from 58.4% to 63%. While a 4.6% increase may seem modest, it represents an additional 70,224 potential donors in just less than three years bringing the total number of people registered as donors to over one million. Of all medically eligible deaths, 97% of people on the registry went on to become donors, while only 61% of non-registrants became donors. Further, the importance of using the DMV as a portal for entry to the registry was demonstrated: 99% of registrants came from the DMV, while comparatively very few signed up online (Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA), 2006).

A few examples may be useful to illustrate the full potential of how increasing the number of individuals who have declared their intent to become organ donors can actually increase the number of organ donors. Obviously, calculations of potential donors are based on many assumptions. The calculations presented below use a consent rate of 50% if the family does not know the wishes of the deceased, and 95% if they do (with over 36 states having passed first person consent laws (Donate Life America, 2011), and many OPOs moving toward enforcing first-person consent laws, this number is likely to be on the low side). Additionally, the calculations assume that 1 in 100 individuals will die in a way to make them eligible to become a donor. Further, the calculations assume an average of 3 organs are recovered from each donor. Assuming a population of 5 million, over the course of a lifetime we can expect 50,000 potential donors and 150,000 potential organs to become available for transplantation. With these assumptions in mind the table below illustrates potential consent and organ recovery rates for registries with 11% (low), 40% (current average), and 76% (current high) of the population having declared their intent to donate.

While there is certainly room to adjust the assumptions in these calculations (in either direction), these figures provide an excellent illustration of the law of large numbers in relation to organ donation registries, and the need to judge the effectiveness of registries over extended periods of time. Using these assumptions, a state with a current population of 5,000,000 and a well-filled organ donor registry could potentially save an additional 51,300 lives through transplantation compared to a state with no registry. Additionally, in the absence of in-house medical transplant procurement managers, such as in the Spanish Model (Vidal et al. 2007), well-filled registries are likely to provide consent rates at or above those found in Spain. Thus, there seems to be ample indication that donor registries have the
potential to serve a very important role in increasing the rate of organ donation in the U.S. and other countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5,000,000 population</th>
<th>11% Registered Donors</th>
<th>40% Registered Donors</th>
<th>76% Registered Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals on registry</td>
<td>550,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>3,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consents from registry</td>
<td>5,225</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>36,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consents not on registry</td>
<td>22,250</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of consents</td>
<td>27,475</td>
<td>34,000</td>
<td>42,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total % of consents per eligible donors</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of potential organs recovered</td>
<td>82,425</td>
<td>102,000</td>
<td>126,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consents if no registry</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consents as a result of registry</td>
<td>2,475</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>17,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential organs recovered as a result of registry</td>
<td>7,425</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>51,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Examples of potential rates of consent and organ recovery by percentage of public on registry based on population estimate of 5,000,000

3. Filling organ donor registries

When looking at the numbers for an average size state in the U.S., getting 3.6 million individuals to join an organ donor registry is obviously an enormous task. The structure of the registry itself is very important, as are strategies to encourage individuals to join the registry.

DMVs that operate organ donor registries possess two key characteristics that give them substantial advantages over other venues for implementing campaigns to join donor registries. First, they reach almost all individuals over 16 years of age. Most DMVs require individuals to come in person to obtain their first driver’s license or state ID card, and many require return visits every four to six years for renewals. Thus, in many states tens of thousands of individuals come through branch offices on a monthly basis. Reaching this large of a population through any other sort of intervention would be almost impossible. Second, at DMVs in states that host registries, individuals actually have to make a decision about whether to declare their intent to become organ donors. Many states require clerks in branch offices to ask members of the public if they want to join an organ donor registry. At that point and individual must decide either yes or no. Campaigns in worksites, public health fairs, flea markets, or elsewhere do not actually mandate decision-making. If an individual is unsure of their intentions toward donation they can delay their decision; this option to delay decisions may be a factor that contributes to the relatively low rates of sign-ups at many community outreach events. Targeting individuals at a place and time when a decision is required is likely to help those who are favorable but undecided to declare their intentions to become a donor.
3.1 Public education strategies to fill organ donor registries

Over the past decade, also largely as a result of funding from HRSA/Division of Transplantation, there has been tremendous growth in the U.S. in the creation and evaluation of campaigns to increase the number of individuals declaring their intent to become organ donors. Rather than reviewing the growing body of literature focused on worksite interventions, university-based campaigns, or community outreach events, the following section focuses specifically on campaigns targeting DMV branches. While campaigns in DMVs are successful at reaching large numbers, the limited amount of time spent in DMV branch offices limits the amount of information an individual is likely to process. Individuals who have substantial objections to donation may need more information or more time to be persuaded before declaring their intentions to donate. Thus, DMV campaigns may not be able to persuade those who have substantial objections to donation, suggesting the need for ongoing or more in-depth campaigns (such as those discussed in Morgan's chapter in this volume) to affect attitude and behavior change. However, getting large numbers of individuals on an organ donor registry should be a major priority given the potential increases in consent rates.

A series of recent campaigns have worked toward developing best practices to increase rates of joining organ donor registries by targeting both employees and members of the public at DMV branches. These campaigns include a pilot study in Charlotte, North Carolina focusing primarily on point-of-decision materials targeting African Americans at DMV branch offices (Morgan, unpublished manuscript); clerk trainings at DMV branches in multiple counties across Kentucky (Harrison et al., 2008) and Florida (Rogrigue et al., under review); and a series of phased interventions across Michigan targeting the general public and featuring point-of-decision materials, an interpersonal component, and a mass media intervention (Harrison et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2011; King et al. under review).

3.1.1 African Americans and organ donor registries in North Carolina

The reasons for African Americans’ reluctance to donate have been the subject of considerable speculation. In addition to lack of awareness and lack of knowledge (Morgan et al., 2003; Yancey et al., 1997), religion (Reitz & Callender, 1993; Wittig, 2001; Yancey, et al., 1997) preference for directed donation (Arnason, 1991; Hall, et al., 1991; Lange, 1992; Reitz & Callender, 1993), medical mistrust (e.g. McNamara, et al., 1999; Plawecki, et al., 1988; Reitz & Callender, 1993; Siminoff & Arnold, 1999; Siminoff & Chillag, 1999; Spigner, et al., 1999; Yancey, et al., 1997; Yuen, et al., 1998), and a desire to maintain bodily integrity (McNamara, et al. 1999; Rubens & Oleckno, 1998; Spigner, et al., 1999) are the major reasons cited by researchers for African Americans’ unwillingness to donate organs.

Morgan and Cannon (2003) conducted a study of 300 African American adults in New Jersey, which demonstrated that there are key barriers that require particular attention when targeting African Americans with organ donation messages. Respondents were asked eight knowledge questions about organ donation. The level of knowledge displayed by people who had already signed organ donor cards was significantly higher (an average of 5.14 correct responses) than those who had not signed a card (an average of 3.72 correct responses). Five items in particular strongly distinguished donors from non-donors: the belief that racial discrimination plays a role in organ allocation, the belief that organ
donation is associated with additional medical costs, the belief that organ allocation is more likely to favor the rich over the poor, a misunderstanding of brain death, and the belief that a black market for organs exists in the U.S. These are clearly important knowledge items to target in future organ donation promotion efforts in the African American community since they clearly (and strongly) differentiate donors from non-donors.

A campaign targeting African-Americans in Charlotte, North Carolina was one of the first projects focusing specifically on DMV branch offices targeting African Americans. For this project, brochures developed by The Coalition for Donation that targeted African Americans were further tailored to the specific concerns and needs of African Americans listed above. The rationale for using the DMV as an important site for the dissemination of organ donation information is because people are asked whether they want to be organ donors at the DMV, precisely at a time when they are unlikely to be carefully considering this issue. The campaign was successful with the targeted population. The campaign produced a 6% increase in the rate of donor registrations (from 23% to 29%) in less than one year. As a relative increase over the baseline, this represents a 26% improvement in registration rates among African Americans, and resulted in thousands of new and unique registrations. Registrations also increased among non-African Americans, who were not targeted by the campaign. However, this rate of increase was less than half of that of African Americans (Morgan, unpublished manuscript), demonstrating the importance of well-tailored and targeted messages.

### 3.1.2 The drive for life campaign

A second strategy for DMV based campaigns involves training DMV clerks about organ donation, and how to talk to the public about donation. While creating and managing organ donor registries through DMVs has many advantages, one of the disadvantages is that the clerks who staff DMV offices are not specialists in organ donation. Their primary job is to handle the business of the state as it relates to motor vehicles. As such, it is unrealistic to expect DMV employees to be passionate or knowledgeable about organ donation. The personal experience of two of the investigators involved with the project was that DMV clerks sometimes provided misinformation about organ donation unwittingly, and in the worst cases, actively discouraged members of the public not to designate their donor status on their license. Of course, this should not be surprising since DMV clerks cannot be expected to be better educated about organ donation than the general public. Even when OPOs provide periodic “training” (presentations) with clerks, these trainings are often sporadic, brief, and not tailored to the interactions that can be expected to occur between DMV clerks and members of the public. Thus, it appears that two barriers to the utilization of DMV-based donor registries are DMV clerk inaction (e.g. not asking people whether they would like to be a donor before laminating their licenses), and the dissemination of inaccurate information (e.g. “I won’t do it myself because I know they’d let me die to get my organs”).

A DMV clerk training intervention was designed to coincide with the start of a new DMV based registry that was approved by the Kentucky legislature in 2006. Just prior to the launch of the registry Harrison and colleagues (2008) conducted trainings of DMV clerks in 8 counties. Additionally, 4 counties were chosen as control counties and were matched as closely as possible on demographics. An initial survey of DMV clerks revealed attitudes and
knowledge about donation that were not significantly different than that of the general population of the rest of the state. While not unexpected, this particular group of clerks had voluntarily set up a non-profit organization to promote donation and were highly supportive of the organ donation and the organ donor registry. However, even with knowledge on par with that of the general public, the clerks were tasked with talking to the public about organ donation and asking them to join the new registry.

To help overcome knowledge barriers and to increase confidence in communicating with the public about organ donation, Harrison and colleagues (2008) created a one-hour training program that covered the fundamentals of how the new registry worked (e.g. who has access to the registry, how names can be removed, etc.), basic myths and facts about organ donation based on common misperceptions that keep people from becoming donors (e.g. belief in a black market, religious beliefs about donation, brain death, medical mistrust, deservingness of recipients, problems with organ allocation, etc.). Additionally, the clerks were trained in communication techniques to enhance their persuasiveness, or at least neutrality, in asking people to join the registry (e.g. framing questions in the positive, providing short answers to questions, maintaining positive nonverbal cues, etc.). Additionally, clerks were provided with a training manual full of facts about the registry, communication strategies, and facts and myths about donation, “at-a-glance” answers to common misperceptions, and a script on the best way to ask people to join the registry. Clerks were surveyed after the trainings and there were significant increases in knowledge and attitude across all dimensions related to organ donation.

Overall, the trainings of drivers license bureau clerks proved to be highly successful, with rates of joining the organ donor registry for the first six months after the trainings 14% higher than control counties and 9% higher than the overall statewide average. This translates into thousands of new registries each month as a direct result of clerk trainings, and potentially into thousands of lives saved over time. However, over time the rates of new registries started to decrease, in spite of our best efforts to provide motivation to encourage clerks to maintain their positive communication strategies. These motivational strategies included letters from recipients and donor families, competition between branches, and on-site visits to check in with clerks, and did result in short term recovery after these motivational efforts.

In a similar study, Rogridgue and colleagues (under review) developed a series of interventions targeted at DMV staff in Florida, including training DMV staff about myths and barriers to organ donation and the importance of positive communication with members of the public. In addition to the standard brochures related to organ donation, the intervention also included periodic visits by staff and volunteers to provide information to the public about donation. During the intervention period rates of registration increased by approximately 10% (i.e. from 32.4% to 35.9%), although increases varied by region, with areas with higher minority populations seeing lower increases. As with the Kentucky DMV study, after the initial intervention period rates of joining the registry decreased slightly in intervention counties, even though presumably the same clerks who were trained were still interacting with the public. The gradual decreases found in both studies involving clerk trainings suggests an area of future research: how to keep clerks motivated to put on a positive face toward organ donation when faced with countless negative reactions.
3.1.3 The Michigan Tell Us Now DMV campaign

While some DMVs require clerks to ask the public to join the organ donor registry, other states have different requirements. Michigan’s policy has been that the public must directly request the clerk in order to join the registry, rather than having clerks ask if they wish to join. As such, training clerks about organ donation was not a viable option. Additionally, this policy likely contributed to Michigan having one of the lowest percentages of the public joining the registry in the entire U.S. A series of phased interventions were constructed by Harrison and colleagues (Harrison et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2011; King et al. under review) to help overcome this barrier to joining the registry and increase the number of people in Michigan who had declared their intent to become donors.

There were three primary elements to the Michigan interventions. First, point-of-decision (POD) materials were placed in all branch offices in intervention counties. POD materials were designed to prime the public about donation and ran for the entire six months of each intervention in each county. Messages were designed using principles from the Organ Donor Model (Morgan et al., 2002) to address knowledge and social norms about donation. The placement of materials was determined by principles of communication design (e.g. Aakhus, 2007; Harrison et al. 2010; Jackson, 1998) to encourage positive interactions about organ donation. Materials for each set of interventions modified for the target audiences of each county. Additionally, materials were designed to be encountered at every step of the process until the final interaction with the DMV clerk where they could designate themselves as donors on the registry.

Materials included posters (see figure 1) featuring local community members who had been touched by donation to encourage positive social norms about donation. Local community members were chosen over celebrities as one of the key barriers to donation in the U.S. is the belief that the rich and famous are far more likely to get transplants than a member of the general public (Morgan et al., 2005). Additional materials included footprints with organ donation messages (placed along common routes throughout the DMV offices), “clerk cards” (see figure 2) that were handed to individuals on check-in with a simple message to give the card to a clerk if they wanted to be a donor, and counter-mats (see figure 3) where customers signed paperwork at clerks’ stations which again prompted them to be donors. Additionally, standard information brochures were available throughout the offices.

The second component of the intervention included a mass media campaign. The mass media campaign ran in conjunction with POD materials for the first four months of the campaign in each intervention county. Mass media components included a series of 30 or 60 second radio PSAs featuring stories of individuals touched by organ donation, and concluded with a tag line asking customers to “Tell Us Now” that they wanted to be a donor. In addition to radio PSAs there were a series of billboards (see figure 4) using the same stories and visuals that appeared in the POD materials. These billboards were placed on the approach to each DMV branch office to further prime individuals to think about becoming a donor prior to entering the branch office. In more heavily populated areas billboards were placed on the outsides of buses running through target neighborhoods. Again, materials were tailored to the primary target audience of the campaign.
TELL US NOW
that you want to be an organ donor!

Brandon’s decision to be a donor gave life to five others.

Last year, 22% of Michigan donors and 33% of Michigan transplant recipients were ethnic minorities.

Brandon Spight
Organ Donor
Detroit, MI

Fig. 1. Example of Poster Featuring Local Community Member Touched by Donation.
Tell Us Now

that you want to be an organ donor!

Stephanie is one of over 3,100 people in Michigan waiting for an organ transplant.

There are kids out there in need and signing up to be a donor can help a lot of people.

Stephanie
Traverse City, MI

Give this card to the clerk to join the Michigan Organ Donor Registry.

Fig. 2. Example of Clerk Card Front and Back

Tell Us Now

that you want to be an organ donor!

Fig. 3. Counter Mat
A final component to the intervention consisted of an interpersonal intervention where volunteers associated with the local organ procurement organization (OPO) covered shifts in branch offices to talk to members of the public about joining the registry. Most volunteers had been touched by organ donation, either as recipients, in need of a transplant, or donor family members. The interpersonal component occurred during months 3 and 4 of the 6-month intervention. During these two months all other elements of the campaign (POD, mass media) were also included. All volunteers underwent specialized training that was modified from the Kentucky project and from two previous worksite campaigns (Morgan, Stephenson et al. 2010; Morgan, Harrison et al. 2010). The training was necessary because simply being touched by donation does not mean an individual knows all of the facts about donation or the best ways to talk to the public about donation. Volunteers wore “uniforms” with polo shirts displaying the “Tell Us Now” logo. Volunteers were placed in branch offices for four four-hour shifts per week and greeted every individual who entered DMV branch offices, handed them a “clerk card”, and if any individual showed extra interest or had questions, talked to them about organ donation.

The first two phases of our interventions took place in predominately Caucasian counties (Harrison et al. 2010). Results showed that media messages plus POD materials were able to increase the number of people joining the registry by 200% and the addition of the interpersonal component raised that rate to between 300 and 380%. When mass media and interpersonal components were removed, POD materials continued to generate an approximately 200% increase compared to baseline. When we conducted our campaign in predominately African American neighborhoods using messages tailored for that population we saw even more dramatic results (Harrison et al., 2011). In zip codes with a population of 80% or more African Americans, we saw increases of 380% for media and POD materials, and over 1250% increase with the addition of the interpersonal component. POD material alone still resulted in increases of over 250% compared to baseline. Surprisingly, given many of the concerns expressed by African Americans about organ donation, we were able to increase the number of people registering to be donors to the same rate as Caucasians. Overall, in just over a year of interventions across five counties we were able to add over 60,000 unique registries above baseline data.
At the completion of the intervention in our initial 5 counties, POD materials were placed throughout DMV branch offices across the state, and an evaluation was completed on the impact of POD materials in the absence of mass media or interpersonal components (King et al., under review). When POD materials were introduced at DMV branch offices in an additional 34 (much smaller population) counties, registrations increased approximately 50% (i.e. from 9.1% to 14.6%), and over the course of 6 months generated almost 9,000 new and unique registrations over baseline. While POD materials alone do not generate as many registries as when combined with the interpersonal component, the placement of POD materials is essentially a one-time occurrence. As such, the return for very limited investment of resources is quite large.

### 3.2 Cost effectiveness of DMV campaign components

Creating and running public education campaigns can be a very expensive endeavor. Most OPOs and other non-profit and governmental agencies have limited resources and are thus looking to maximize the return on those resources. King et al. (under review) analyzed costs per registry for the different campaign strategies in the Michigan projects. The most cost effective way to increase registries is by using just POD materials. The cost per registry in the 34 counties that received only POD materials was $1.34 per registry. The campaigns that included the media components cost between $12 and $34 dollars per registry (the cost varied as a result of population size, the cost of the media market, and differences in registration rates of the different counties). However, given the apparently limited impact of the media, removing that cost from the estimates, and including only the POD materials and costs associated with managing volunteers, King reports costs ranging from $1.30 to $3.10. While POD materials may generate registries for the lowest cost, they don't reach as wide an audience, and many people who might be persuaded to join the registry are missed as a result. Based on the massive increases found when volunteers were on site, it appears that the use of POD materials with an interpersonal volunteer component may give not only the best value, but also reach a much broader segment of the population, resulting in higher overall numbers on organ donor registries. Regardless, if we go by earlier assumptions on rates of consent and eligible donors, adding 200 names to a registry should result in one new donor over a lifetime. Even at a cost of $34 per registry, the cost is only $6,800 to secure one donor (with an average of three organs). On the low end of $1.30 per registered donor, the cost per actual donor is closer to the $250 range. It is hard to imagine anyone objecting to spending $250 - $6,800 to save three lives. These figures suggest that OPOs should take a long-range view of public education, registries, and the donation process and commit the resources necessary to fill organ donor registries. While there are not direct cost comparisons available for clerk trainings, trainings in the Kentucky project cost approximately $35 per clerk (food during the training and a $25 gift card to a local store to compensate for their time) plus the cost of someone to do the trainings and follow up. This is a very low cost investment considering the ongoing benefits of clerk interactions.

Unfortunately, at this stage no research has been done to examine how many individuals who sign up on the registry actually become donors. However, given the arguments made earlier in the chapter, this is not an appropriate evaluation. Registries are designed for long-term benefits, with the number of donors considered over an average lifetime. What we do know is that if a potential donor is listed on a registry, they are significantly more likely to become actual donors than if they were not on the registry. The estimates provided earlier demonstrate how significant organ donor registries can be.
3.3 Structural issues for organ donor registries

We concur with The Lewin Group report (2002) that a successful registry is one which registers as many willing citizens as possible as potential donors. Registries that make it inconvenient for people to join will clearly miss many thousands of opportunities for people to join, thus reducing the potential pool of declared donors for whom “first person consent” can be secured, or in the cases of “registries of intent”, providing evidence to family members of the wishes of the deceased. DMV-based registries are convenient and are squarely in the path of the majority of Americans. Any barriers to registering at DMVs (including the lack of information to make an on-the-spot decision) should be removed to further maximize utilization of the registry (The Lewin Group, 2002). Based on experiences from the previous campaigns, I suggest the following as guidelines in thinking about the development of the most effective registries.

- Registries should be housed with an agency that requires all (or at least the vast majority) of its citizens to actually come in person on a semi-regular basis and complete some form of mandatory transaction.
- Clerks should be trained in how to (persuasively) ask if an individual would like to join the registry, and to provide brief, accurate answers to questions about organ donation.
- The process should be as simple as swiping an ID card through a machine or hitting a single key to indicate desired status.
- Well-designed POD materials should be placed strategically to enhance their effectiveness as individuals engage in their normal transactions.
- Space should be provided for volunteers to set up information booths and to greet and talk with customers about organ donation.
- There should be an online version of the registry. Online registries should be easy to complete, not require a witness or the mailing in of a secondary card to verify signatures, and should have the full force of joining in person. One possible way for verification is through asking for a national identity number, social security number, or state ID number.
- Registries should have an easy mechanism in place so individuals can remove their names if they change their minds.
- While registries of consent seem to be working well in the U.S., cultural or national considerations should be taken into account and registries of intent may suffice in some contexts.
- Data should be updated in real-time and registry information should be easily accessible to those who are authorized for access.

DMV-based registries have an additional potential advantage for OPOs: They provide the opportunity to measure, in real time, actual behavior change occurring in each part of the OPO’s territory. This means that concentrated bursts of public education outreach efforts with a particular population in a particular city can be evaluated on the basis of whether an increase in donor registrations has occurred. These numbers can be compared to baseline measures (the previous six months, or the number of registrations during a particular month the previous year). Of course, not all people who have been swayed by a particular outreach effort will find themselves at the DMV within weeks or months of an intervention; however, an increase in registrations will nonetheless provide a measure of the impact of a relatively large-scale intervention (e.g. a special effort to organize many churches to observe a Donor Sabbath, or the success of a media-based campaign during Donor Awareness month).
4. International perspectives and adaptation

One of the most important factors involved in consent to donation of a loved one’s organs appears to be knowledge by the family of the wishes of the deceased. While registries are an excellent way to document these wishes and to provide compelling proof to the family of those wishes, registries may not be feasible in all countries or systems of organ donation. For example, in countries that have an “opt-out” system, whereby everyone is presumed to be a donor unless they have made notification of their desire not to be a donor, a registry of those wishing to be organ donors seems counterproductive. However, many of the countries that have an “opt-out” system still rely on family consent before recovering and transplanting organs (see Gevers, et al. 2004 for discussion of policy versus practice). While countries like Spain have tremendous success at achieving family consent, other countries have much lower rates of success. Campaigns that work toward some degree of documentation or family notification can serve much the same purpose as a full-fledged registry. As with registry-based campaigns, though, the focus should be on reaching large segments of the population and providing some sort of clear documentation of the wishes of the individual.

Countries who are developing systems of organ donation or who follow an “opt-in” model should consider the creation of regional or national registries. If countries are in the early stages of such a process, developing a unified data set and using common programs and programming languages will make for a system that is more easily accessed, expanded, and shared. Additionally, the more types of data that an be included on the registry, the more useful of a tool it becomes for evaluating trends and developing campaigns to target specific populations that register at lower rates to become potential donors. Examples of data that are useful from a campaign/evaluation perspective include zip code data, gender, race/ethnicity, and age. While many other types of data are useful, this type of information is often collected during DMV or identity card processes.

While many of the messages used in the campaigns are targeted toward specific U.S. population groups, many of the barriers to donation are very similar across different cultural and ethnic groups (e.g. lack of knowledge about brain death, fears of a black market, medical mistrust, perceived religious beliefs) and messages can be easily adapted to meet the needs of specific target audiences. To create effective persuasive informative campaigns, researchers and practitioners should attend to both the type and quantity of information sources (Ganikos, et al., 1994) as well as the type of message. Previous studies have shown that some types of knowledge can be low and yet not affect the willingness to donate, while other types of misconceptions can be critical to the decision to donate (Morgan & Miller, 2002; Morgan et al., 2003). Therefore, focusing on specific knowledge barriers rather than on general awareness is more likely to yield positive campaign effects. Additionally, while communication norms are different based on country, culture, and ethnicity, training key gatekeepers, volunteers, or staff members about best communication practices is key. This includes developing scripts about how to get individuals to declare intent to donate, addressing common myths and barriers to donation, telling personal stories about donation, and talking to family members about consenting to donation. Finally any campaign should be constructed on solid theoretical foundations. Variations of the Theory of Reasoned Action or the Theory of Planned Behavior that target knowledge, attitude, and social norms have seemed to work well for campaigns about deceased donation. More recently there has also been a focus on non-cognitive barriers to donation (see Morgan, 2012 for an excellent review of theoretical approaches to organ donation campaigns).
5. Conclusion

When families are aware of the wishes of a deceased loved one, rates of consent to donation are much higher than when they are not aware of those wishes. One mechanism to insure families have knowledge of a loved one’s wishes is through an individual’s enrollment on an organ donor registry. Organ donor registries run through DMV offices (or some similar type of agency or structure) take advantage of the law of large numbers and have the ability to quickly add large numbers of individuals to organ donor registries, thus increasing rates of consent and ultimately saving lives. Additionally, campaigns that focus on training clerks about how registries work, common facts and myths related to organ donation, and how to communicate about organ donation is one strategy that has proven effective in increasing the number of individuals who join organ donor registries. Additionally, providing theoretically driven, well-designed and well-placed POD material, and having volunteers or OPO staff members engage in interpersonal communication about organ donation increase the rates at which individuals join registries. These strategies have proven successful across multicultural populations, and campaign messages can be easily tailored to the concerns of different countries or cultures.
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Transplantation has succeeded in prolonging the lives of those fortunate enough to have received the gift of a body organ. Alongside this life-saving development, there lies another sadder side to the story - there are not enough organs to meet the ever increasing demand. This not only places an increasing emotional and physical burden among the waiting patients and families but heaps a great financial burden upon health services. This book provides an analysis and overview of public policy developments and clinical developments that will hopefully ensure an increased availability of organs and greater graft survival. Medical, policy, and academic experts from around the world have contributed chapters to the book.
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